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I hope you are all doing as well as possible during these unprecedented, uncertain, and tragic times,

and for those of our members who have gotten sick (or who have sick family members), I hope you

are finding your way to recovery. My thoughts are with y’all.

 

Regarding ASA: As I am sure you have all heard, ASA is going to be online and somewhat optional

(meaning some people will understandably pass on presenting their papers in online sessions). Our

council is still figuring out how we want to handle this situation; however, I can promise that (1) we

will be holding our regular business meeting and I would welcome seeing you “there”; (2) we will be

celebrating our award winners (which haven’t been announced yet); (3) we will be offering some

informal opportunities to socialize online. Chaotic as online Zoom socializing may be, I believe that

it’s important to offer opportunities to come together informally to discuss concerns, learn from each

other’s experiences, and offer support and an opportunity to network, especially for our members

who are earlier in their careers. Though it may take effort, I promise to be no more socially awkward

on Zoom than I would be in person (I don’t expect the same effort from y’all – be as socially awkward

as you like; you’ll be in good company).

 

Creative ideas to foster collective effervescence at “ASA”? Is there something you would like

section leadership to provide for ASA? Email me your ideas: mueller1@iu.edu. Concerns? I welcome

those too. My goal is to make this as inclusive and enjoyable an event as possible. The online format

also offers us more flexibility than we might have had with the ASA meeting format.

 

Regarding the pandemic more generally: This pandemic is going to impact youth, families,

schools, and communities in shocking and unprecedented ways. I won’t make a list, but I will issue

an invitation. If you are doing research on children and youth during the pandemic or if you’d value

an opportunity to write a timely blog (there are so many policy concerns we could weigh in on),

please reach out to our newsletter editors or directly to me. Our section matters only so much as we

use it as a vehicle to get our knowledge and insights out into the world, and our blog has a decent

readership (particularly via Twitter).

 

Finally, a bit of gratitude: I’d like to give a huge THANK YOU to our marvelous newsletter editors,

Prof. Ann Beutel and Lilla Pivnick. Despite the increased workload that has come with online

teaching in the pandemic, they produced an amazing newsletter that includes an essay by Freeden
Blume Oeur titled “Children of the Sun: Celebrating the 100-Year Anniversary of the Brownies’

Book;” new publications by our members; as well as reflections from teachers and principals in the

field. I am also grateful to those who contributed. We couldn’t do it without you.
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Chair: 
Anna Mueller, Indiana University
 
Chair-Elect: 
Paula Fomby, University of Michigan
 
Past Chair: 
Aaron Pallas, Columbia University
 
Founding Chair: 
Gertrud Lenzer, Brooklyn College-CUNY
 
Secretary-Treasurer: 
Seth Abrutyn, University of British Columbia
 
Council Members: 
Ingrid Castro, Mass. College of Liberal Arts
Margaret Hagerman, Mississippi State
Rachel Tolbert Kimbro, Rice University
Hyeyoung Kwon, Indiana University
Edward Morris, University of Kentucky
Laura Tach, Cornell University
 
Student Representatives: 
Lilla Pivnick, UT-Austin
Uriel Serrano, UC-Santa Cruz
 
Communication and Publications: 
Anna Mueller, Indiana University, chair
Ann Beutel, University of Oklahoma
Nancy Marshall, Wellesley College 
Lilla Pivnick, UT-Austin

Officers and Committee Members
Membership: 
Edward Morris, University of Kentucky, co-chair
Laura Tach, Cornell University, co-chair
 
Nominations: 
Paula Fomby, University of Michigan, chair 
Aaron Pallas, Columbia University 
Ingrid Castro, Mass. College of Liberal Arts 
Amy August, University of Minnesota 
Christopher Donoghue, Montclair State University
 
Research and Ethics: 
Ingrid Castro, Mass. College of Liberal Arts, co-chair 
Melissa Swauger, Indiana University of Penn., co-chair
Brent Harger, Gettysburg College
 
2020 ASA Program and Sessions: 
Anna Mueller, Indiana University, chair
Uriel Serrano, UC-Santa Cruz
Maria Schmeeckle, Illinois State University
Jessica Calarco, Indiana University
 
2020 Distinguished Early Career Award: 
Ingrid Castro, Mass. College of Liberal Arts, chair
Nazneen Kane, Randolph Macon College
 
2020 Graduate Student Paper Award: 
Hyeyoung Kwon, Indiana University, chair
 
2020 Outstanding Scholarly Contribution Award:
Rachel Kimbro, Rice University, chair
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TEACHING
DURING
COVID-19

As the principal of a 6A high school (enrollment

of 2,100 or more students), the initial

conversations about the potential of moving

school to online learning were overwhelming

and difficult to process.  For more than two

decades I have been in education and worked

primarily with high school students.  Despite

the emotional experience and tremendous task

of preparing for something we have never

faced, the amazing spirit of our profession

quickly shined through.  When I held our first

virtual faculty meeting with over 200 faculty

members, the first topic was "How do we take

care of our kids?" Faculty members wanted to

know how we would make sure students

received food for the day, how food they

traditionally took home for the weekends

would be handed out, how our students who

struggle at home would be looked out for, 

DR .  KRISTI  GRAY :  

HIGH  SCHOOL  PRINCIPAL

what was the best way to check on their

students and how they could help. Our first

conversation was not about academics; it was

about relationships, kindness and humanity. 

The foundation of our profession starts with

simply taking care of kids and in our current

times, this foundation was at the heart of our

educators.  As we navigate through the next

stages of the pandemic, educators must strive

to continue to provide the services that allow

students to focus on academics.  Every

student's living situation is different.  We must

be mindful of this, help provide resources and

then meet them where they are and with a

smile when they finally enter our buildings.

Ann Beutel and Lilla Pivnick asked three
educational professionals about teaching
during COVID-19.
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The 15 minutes leading up to dismissal on the

day before Spring Break included an

exhausting list of tasks: stuffing planning

materials into my backpack, frantically making

sure all student lunchboxes were claimed for

fear of what a week-old sandwich remains

would look like upon our return, unplugging

my classroom lamps, updating the agenda on

the board with the next school day’s date and

activities, making sure the students watering

the plants didn’t flood them or leave a trail of

water on the ground for someone to slip on,

and high-fiving kids as I ushered them out the

door to their designated pick-up spot. Looking

back, nothing on my end-of-the-day to do list

was “the important stuff”. If I could go back, I

would have spent those 15 minutes calmly

reassuring my fourth grade students how

important they are to this world and that I love

them and will always be there to support them,

no matter where we are.

 

I teach at a first through fifth grade public

school in Memphis, Tennessee. The safer at

home order and school closure occurred

towards the end of our scheduled Spring

Break. I have experienced this pandemic from

the perspective of both a 4th grade science

teacher and a now-homeschool-teacher to my

5-year-old stepdaughter. As soon as the news

broke, my school’s teachers got to work

immediately writing virtual lesson plans. For our

team, this included planning virtual video

classes with students, daily discussion posts,

and submitting assignments online. As

overwhelming as the task was at first to

recreate the entire grade-level plan in a matter

of days, we have eventually found a

combination that works well for our team of

fourth-grade teachers, students, and their

families.

 

ELIZABETH  KAY :  

ELEMENTARY  SCHOOL

TEACHER

There are a lot of takeaways from this

experience as a classroom teacher. The first is

the importance of connecting with your team

of teachers. I am incredibly lucky to have a

team who work so well together. We truly

listen to each other and have created a safe

environment for one another to express our

ideas for our team on what is and isn’t

working. This is something I do not take for

granted. Another takeaway is the power of

connecting with our students. One of the

standout qualities of the school I am a part of

is the sense of community among the

teachers, students, and their families, and I

cannot imagine this experience without that

connection. We have virtually attempted to

mimic our family-like atmosphere by

celebrating birthdays on Zoom with our

students, allowing time for them to share fun

things they are doing at home during virtual

class time, encouraging students to “bring

their pets to class” and hosting a set time for

them to have virtual recess to talk with each

other during each class day. As the teacher, it

feels as if we have to try even harder to make

learning even more fun, to almost make up for

the circumstances our students are facing,

even though this pandemic is not our fault. 
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I am a teacher. I am also a mother. This means

that 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, an average of

30 days per month, every year is filled with kids.

In a normal week, I work at a high school for five

days in a week. In a normal school day I hear

approximately 20 bells, my schedule is clear.

 

In the classroom, our day was highly regimented

and mapped. Schedules so ruled the day that

children were often likened to cattle in hallways,

Pavlov’s dog answer a bell, and other well trained

animals responding to external stimuli. Even the

most defiant of children could tell you, and

follow, the purpose of the bell. Even my

elementary children knew which activity was on

which day, and a quick consult of the day of the

week immediately told them which shoes, which

extra things and who was picking them up.

 

Now, my children know they have “class” twice a

week and daily emails with work to do at home

and videos to watch and apps to check. We exist

in a state of days merging together. Lines are

blurred or gone, schedules are highly altered,

and lives have been upended.

 

RACHEL  KANNADY :  

HIGH  SCHOOL  SCIENCE

TEACHER

My virtual science class has had a series of

guest speakers, including Zoom visits from

our art teacher and a behind-the-scene

footage and question and answer session

from a friend who is a zookeeper at the

Memphis Zoo. Guest scientist “Jane Goodall”

has even visited our class Zoom session,

which consisted of me exiting screen and

returned dressed up as this famous scientist to

conclude our unit on animal science.

 

My hope moving forward is that the little stuff

becomes the big stuff. I will never say

goodbye to my students at the end of a school

day the same way. Instead of saying goodbye

being a rushed event on my mental to-do list

before we leave for the day, I will try my

hardest to cherish these moments. This

experience has taught me that the important

stuff is not the binders and lunch boxes and

agenda written perfectly on the board. The

important stuff is building my connections

with my students and making sure they are

safe and okay and knowing I will be there for

them each and every day, no matter what.

ELIZABETH  KAY :  

ELEMENTARY  SCHOOL

TEACHER  (CONT . )
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“Safer at home” means classes that used to be

separated from each other are now lumped

together by content, children are expected to

focus on a computer screen and faculty

meetings could as easily be at 9am as 3pm.

Students who normally had 7 classes a day, for

about an hour each, may now get an email from

their teacher at the beginning of the week or

nothing at all. The kids who could NOT get out

of bed to go to school at 6am are now being

able to sleep until 10 and have their schedule

completely upended. Some of my students

even said a 10am class meeting was too early,

because they do not get up before noon.

 

A quick Google search of “kids need

schedules” will give you hundreds of links to

Pinterest boards filled with images of beautifully

color-coordinated schedules, books to read,

articles from lay moms to decode. Even a

college student can tell you class was easier on

the days that they went to bed “on time”.

There’s plenty of research that supports it. But

somehow, in the craziness of never ending days

turning into weeks, and now months, schedules

are disappearing.

 

My mother always told me that sometimes you

just have to take things one day at a time. She

was also the same person who would start

ridiculously huge projects with only an hour or

two to complete it and then end up not

finishing; so… balance. But now, as the semester

is trying to come to a close, the seniors (and

their parents, myself included) are beginning to

embrace the insanity that is the “senior year”

schedule simply not happening. Our

understanding of life’s normal schedule is

being reformed in front of us.

RACHEL  KANNADY :  

HIGH  SCHOOL  SCIENCE

TEACHER  (CONT . )

As a teacher this should have meant less work.

That would be the perception; no school means

no work. But for me, that is definitely not true. I

spend a lot of time trying to contact my students

each week and check on them, I teach both of

my classes, assigning what amounts to busy

work, attend a variety of meetings as requested

and then turn around and TEACH (read fight

tooth and nail) my elementary age children.

Some days are awesome and I get glimmers of

why elementary teachers do what they do. Other

days, I am very firm in why I teach high school

and not elementary.

 

In the midst of this, my district has been clear

about what is and is not getting graded due to

major socioeconomic disparities in our district

and doing the best they can to be forthcoming

with information. But, the schedules are

disappearing.

 

I am interested to see what happens to school in

the fall. With districts and schools around the

globe discussing moving to a “hybrid” format of

both online and in-class instruction as we cycle

through waves of safe-at-home orders and back

in public until a vaccine is made; internet access

will demonstrate itself as the new privilege.

Having working parents can be a new type of

strain. Childcare issues will rise and our

communities will have to decide what capital to

focus on; money or human. Our life “schedules”--

back-to-school in the fall, holidays in the winter,

barbeques, festivals, end of school celebrations,

and summers at camp--have all been affected.

 

What will the experts say about these schedules

“before 2019”? What will be the new

recommendations in the future? What will school

look like 10 years from now? Will internet access

become a new divider of privilege? How will a

normal schedule look in the future?
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Children of the Sun

The Brownies’ Book: A Monthly Magazine for
the Children of the Sun, the first major

periodical for Black children, had a short but

marvelous run between 1920 and 1921.[1] On

the 100-year anniversary of its publication, The
Brownies’ Book still has much to offer scholars

of children and youth. Through poems, images,

games, and stories that were by, for, and

including Black Americans, The Brownies’ Book
wanted nothing less than to decolonize

children’s literature. While W. E. B. Du Bois is

often credited for being the magazine’s chief

architect, The Brownies’ Book was led by a

dedicated team.[2] Augustus Granville Dill was

the business manager and had collaborated

with Du Bois on a number of research studies.

The artistic heart and soul of The Brownies’ was
Jessie Redmon Fauset, a gifted writer who lent

her talents to The Brownies’ Book and recruited

Harlem Renaissance artists to contribute their

work to the magazine. 

 

From its very first issue, Brownies’ was a

fascinating universe all its own. The

magazine captured Du Bois’s affection for

mixing genres, as historical facts mingled

with propaganda, racial melodrama, and

stories of the occult.[3] Biographical portraits

of influential Black Americans were nestled

alongside little nuggets describing the

achievements of ordinary young people. The

March 1920 issue celebrated the

achievements of William Cofield, an aspiring

actor. “Some boy!” the magazine announced.

Many young people contributed original

work. A story in the January 1921 issue by 11-

year-old Gwendolyn Robinson explained

how an old couple’s bickering lives on today

in the quarreling between thunder and

lightning. 

 

Teen Magazine
SassyPage 33

Freeden Blume Oeur
Celebrating the 100-Year Anniversary of The Brownies’ Book

Children & Youth

[1] For access to each of the issues, see http://childlit.unl.edu/topics/edi.brownies.html.
[2] Dianne Johnson-Feelings, ed., The Best of The Brownies’ Book (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996).

[3] Susan Gillman, Blood Talk: American Race Melodrama and the Culture of the Occult (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2003).
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W. E. B. Du Bois and Childhood
 

Du Bois wore many hats, but he is not typically

viewed as an historian or theorist of childhood.

Yet young people were a central concern of his

and he wrote about “childhood” in capacious

terms: children as a metaphor, as a discrete

group with their own needs and desires, as

playful, and as future race leaders. Du Bois

fought to restore the possibility of “freedom’s

child,” the first generations of children coming

of age after the end of slavery, but whose

potential had been diminished by Jim Crow.[4]

While Du Bois dedicated Brownies’ to Black

youth—the “children of the sun”—Du Bois

spoke of African Americans as the “children of

the moon.” In a poem of the same name from

Darkwater, the moon represents the Black

Messiah: “Heaven and earth are wings / Wings

veiling some vast / And veiled face / In blazing

Blackness.” In Du Bois’s interpretation,

“Heaven and earth” represented the hypocrisy

and failures of white Christianity, whose gospel

veiled the immortal youth of Black people. The

white supremacy that buttressed white

Christianity would ultimately stand in

judgment before a Black God who represented

“the limitless potential of African

Americans.”[5]

 

In his writings, Du Bois blurred the boundaries

between adulthood and childhood. The
Brownies’ Book made clear that Black youth

should not be shielded from racial violence,

just as the magazine created a world of fantasy

and boundless imagination where children

could simply play and live as children.

In fact, the magazine spoke to an audience of

both youth and adults. Here, Brownies’
employed the “cross-writing” that was an

essential strategy of the New Negro literature

movement: one that “draws on a construction

of a sophisticated and militant Black

childhood” where “the child thus becomes

race leader.”[6] The cross-written nature of

Brownies’ therefore exemplified Du Bois’s

pragmatist sensibilities: affirming various

dialectical tensions (adulthood and childhood,

race leadership and protectionism) and

proposing an action-oriented solution in

adapting a children’s magazine for political

purposes.

 

Race scholars have documented the

systematic exclusion of Du Bois by mainstream

sociology in the early 1900s. The field of

psychology was also culpable. G. Stanley Hall’s

enormously influential text Adolescence (1904)

is now regarded as racist and paternalistic

because it advanced the notion that the

development of white children into adulthood

recapitulates human evolution. Less well

known is how Hall’s recapitulation theory

implicates Du Bois. While Hall was aware of Du

Bois and his work, he failed to cite Du Bois in

Adolescence. Instead, Hall commends Booker

T. Washington’s industrial training program in

support of the idea that Blacks were members

of an “adolescent race.” Yet Du Bois’s mission

was to critique the very foundations of this

“racialized modernity”—the contemporary

period’s entanglements of racism and

colonialism—which nurtured those racist

recapitulation theories, and by extension,

visions of desirable white futures. [7]

 

Teen Magazine
SassyChildren & Youth

[4] Mary Niall Mitchell, Raising Freedom’s Child: Black Children and Visions of the Future After Slavery (New York: NYU Press, 2008).
[5] Edward Blum, “‘There Won’t Be Any Rich People in Heaven’: The Black Christ, White Hypocrisy, and the Gospel According to W. E. B. Du

Bois,” The Journal of African American History, 90, no. 4 (Autumn 2005): 368-386, 383.
[6] Katharine Capshaw Smith, Children’s Literature of the Harlem Renaissance (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2004), xix.

[7] José Itzigsohn and Karida Brown, The Sociology of W. E. B. Du Bois: Racialized Modernity and the Global Color Line (New York: New York
University Press, 2020).
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The Legacy of The Brownies’ Book
 

Brownies' is noteworthy for being among the first

children’s literature to address violence, trauma,

and political activism. The Red Summer of 1919

was the final impetus Du Bois needed to start a

children’s magazine, as children were among the

many victims of that summer’s race massacre.

The riots in Chicago began after 17-year-old

Eugene Williams drowned after being pelted with

rocks. A digital remake of Brownies' rightfully
points out that mass racial violence that harms

Black youth continues today in the form of “Stand

Your Ground” laws, school surveillance, and mass

incarceration. [8] 

 

The Brownies’ Book also helped introduced the

fantastic—a genre encompassing the

supernatural, the mystical, and the marvelous—to

Black youth. In “The Gypsy’s Finger-Ring,” written

by Willis Richardson in the March 1921 issue, a

group of children meet a gypsy born in Egypt.

The gypsy is wearing a ring that allows its holder

to see the past, present, and future. One girl

wishes to see slavery so that “will urge us on.”

Viewed in this light, the magazine’s many fairy

tales are deeply political. Through fairy tales and

mini dramas, Brownies’ elaborated on Du Bois’s

strong interest in the fantastical emerging from

African epistemologies and spirituality. More

recently, Ebony Elizabeth Thomas has identified

these fantastical stories as a predecessor to

Afrofuturism and other forms of Black

speculation. [9]

 

Black girls, according to Thomas, are

trapped in a cycle of the “dark fantastic”

that finds them perpetually endangered.

Counter-narratives help to break this cycle

and point the way to emancipatory futures.

In its brief moment in the sun, The Brownies’
Book urged Black children to imagine these

very possibilities.

 

Freeden Blume Oeur is associate professor of sociology and

education at Tufts University. His work examines the interplay of

masculinity, feminism, and Black politics. He is the author of Black
Boys Apart: Racial Uplift and Respectability in All-Male Public
Schools (2018) and (with Edward W. Morris) co-editor

of Unmasking Masculinities: Men and Society (2017). His current

writing is on racial trauma produced by genocide and

enslavement, as well as the the prickly relationship between Black

feminism and Black masculinity studies.

Children & Youth

[8] https://www.thebrowniesbook.com/edudaily/2019/8/28/red-
summer-of-1919.

[9] Elizabeth Ebony Thomas, The Dark Fantastic: Race and the
Imagination from Harry Potter to the Hunger Games (New York:

NYU Press, 2019).
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The Moral Project of Childhood:
Motherhood, Material Life, and
Early Children's Consumer
Culture  

Throughout history, the responsibility for children’s moral well-being has fallen into the laps of

mothers. In The Moral Project of Childhood, the noted childhood studies scholar Daniel Thomas

Cook illustrates how mothers in the nineteenth-century United States meticulously managed their

children’s needs and wants, pleasures and pains, through the material world so as to produce the

“child” as a moral project. Drawing on a century of religiously-oriented child care advice in women’s

periodicals, he examines how children ultimately came to be understood by mothers—and later, by

commercial actors—as consumers. From concerns about taste, to forms of discipline and

punishment, to play and toys, Cook delves into the social politics of motherhood, historical anxieties

about childhood, and early children’s consumer culture.

Teen Magazine
SassyPage 33

Daniel Thomas Cook

Click for more
information

Children & Youth
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With a new emphasis on the same "real data"

professionals use to make evidence-based

decisions, Statistics: A Tool for Social Research
and Data Analysis, 11th edition, and the

MindTap digital learning solution introduce the

fundamental concepts of statistics and their

practical application to contemporary social

issues. 

 

Examples from daily life illustrate the practical

value of statistics in government, education,

business, media, politics and sports. A student

friendly approach breaks down complex

material and helps learners understand the

importance of statistics -- no advanced

mathematical knowledge required. Students

gain skills they will need as professionals in a

social science field and as statistically literate

consumers of social research.

Statistics: A Tool for
Social Research and 
Data Analysis, 11th ed.
Joseph F. Healey and
Christopher Donoghue

Click for more
information

Children & Youth
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Endangered and
Transformative Childhood
in Caribbean Small Island
Developing States

This book examines childhood in four Caribbean SIDS (Barbados, Jamaica, Haiti

and St. Lucia). Through the analysis of primary and secondary data, the author

reveals that children in Caribbean SIDS experience an endangered childhood.

The intrinsic characteristics of SIDs, including susceptibility to climate change,

and high levels of poverty, indebtedness and inequality, Henry-Lee argues,

increase the vulnerability of children. Furthermore, duty bearers are not

adequately investing in children, private and public spaces are not child-friendly,

and children’s rights are violated daily.

 

Endangered and Transformative Childhood in Caribbean Small Island Developing
States shows that children are therefore at risk of being left behind in the fulfilment

of the UN2030 Agenda and that the Convention of the Rights of the Child (1989)

lacks enforceable sanctions. Unless a radical transformation of childhood takes

place, the prosperity and viability of Caribbean SIDS will remain elusive for

generations to come. Students, scholars and policy-makers with an interest in

childhood studies, children’s rights, and social policy will find this book a valuable

read.

Teen Magazine

Aldrie Henry-Lee

Click for more
information

Children & Youth
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In Rethinking Recess, Rebecca A. London argues

that recess has been overlooked as an essential part

of the school experience, with major implications for

how well schools serve all students equitably and

responsively. Given its potential to support students’

social and emotional learning and physical activity,

London says, recess should be designed

intentionally, with attention to safety, health, and

engagement. The book shows how school leaders

and other educators—even those with budget and

space constraints—can make the most of recess time

by using a variety of proven strategies, and also

provides examples of schools that have put these

strategies to use. 
 

Rethinking Recess highlights the need for equitable

access to recess and supplies alternatives to the

common practice of withholding recess for

misbehavior or as a punishment, along with other

policy recommendations, assessment tools, and

resources that practitioners can use to redesign

recess. When unstructured or poorly planned, recess

can be a major source of disciplinary incidents and

office referrals, eating into instructional time, adding

stress, and affecting perceptions of school climate

for students and staff, among other negative

outcomes. Conversely, taking organizational steps to

create a well‐designed recess can engage students,

improve school climate, build valuable social and

emotional skills, reduce behavioral incidents, and

promote healthy lifestyles.

Page 33

Rethinking Recess: 
Creating Safe and

Inclusive Playtime for
All Children in School

Rebecca A. London

Click for more
information

Children & Youth
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Over the past decade, a wave of Chinese

international undergraduate students—

mostly self-funded—has swept across

American higher education. From 2005 to

2015, undergraduate enrollment from China

rose from under 10,000 to over 135,000.

This privileged yet diverse group of young

people from a changing China must

navigate the complications and confusions

of their formative years while bridging the

two most powerful countries in the world.

How do these students come to study in the

United States? What does this experience

mean to them? What does American higher

education need to know and do in order to

continue attracting these students and to

provide sufficient support for them?

In Ambitious and Anxious, the sociologist

Yingyi Ma offers a multifaceted analysis of

this new wave of Chinese students based on

research in both Chinese high schools and

American higher-education institutions.

 

Ma argues that these students’ experiences

embody the duality of ambition and anxiety

that arises from transformative social

changes in China. These students and their

families have the ambition to navigate two

very different educational systems and

societies. Yet the intricacy and pressure of

these systems generate a great deal of

anxiety,

from applying to colleges before arriving, to

studying and socializing on campus, and to

looking ahead upon graduation. Ambitious and
Anxious also considers policy implications for

American colleges and universities, including

recruitment, student experiences, faculty support,

and career services. 

 

 

https://cup.columbia.edu/book/ambitious-and-

anxious/9780231184588

Ambitious and Anxious: How
Chinese College Students Succeed
and Struggle in American Higher
Education
Yingyi Ma

Click for more
information

Children & Youth

30% discount
code of CUP 30.
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Children in Social Movements:
Rethinking Agency,

Mobilization and Rights

Children’s participation in social movements is

presented through a theoretical typology

consisting of strategic participants, participants

by default and active participants. This range of

participation accounts for the social location of

children historically and internationally, calling for

their inclusion into social movement research.

Children are unresearched and untheorized

participants within social movement literature.

Providing rich detail of children’s participation

through illustrative case studies, this book

presents the ideal types of participation as

grounded in their social movement activity. These

cross cultural, historical and contemporary case

studies include, whenever possible, children’s

perspective in their own words.

Utilizing insights from childhood studies on

agency and rights of children enhances the

understanding of social movement strategies and

mobilization. Following the chapters on each type

of participation, suggestions are provided for

rethinking existing social movement theories to

acknowledge child participants. Scholars and

students of social movements and childhood

studies, as well as within the field of sociology will

find interest in the wide range of case studies

presented of children in social movements. The

discussion of how social movement theory might

be applied to the types of participation is meant

to inspire future research and expand analysis of

children’s participation in social movements.

Diane Rodgers

Click for more
information

Children & Youth
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https://www.routledge.com/Children-in-Social-Movements-Rethinking-Agency-Mobilization-and-Rights/Rodgers/p/book/9780367856779


"Youth Labor Market Prospects in Times of Economic

Recession in Brazil." 2020. The Annals  of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science 688(1):38-54.

Publications by
section members

Arnaldo Mont'Alvao and Carlos Costa

Ribeiro

"Decline of 'the American Dream'? Outlook toward the

Future across Three Generations of Midwest Families."

2019. Social Forces.

Jeylan T. Mortimer, Arnaldo

Mont'Alvao, and Pamela Aronson.

""Distance and Acceptance: Identity Formation in Young

Adults with Chronic Health Conditions.” 2020. Advances in
Life Course Research.

Hillary Steinberg

Looking into the Crystal Ball: Psycho-social Consequences

of the Pandemic. https://medium.com/@yvissing/looking-

into-the-crystal-ball-f54e3cd7cea6

 

Yvonne Vissing

Children & Youth

"'My Voice Matters': High School Debaters’ Acquisition

of Dominant and Adaptive Cultural Capital." 2020.
American Journal of Education 126(2):293-321.

Karlyn J. Gorski
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Yvonne Vissing and Diane Nilan

Do They Count? Homeless Children and COVID-19
https://medium.com/@dianehearus/do-they-count-homeless-
children-and-covid-19-e56e96e5f56b

Late Spring 2020


